Welcome to the most advanced laundry system in the industry. The WaveRider Laundry System takes convenience to a whole new level. By using state of the art wireless technology, WaveRider makes doing your laundry as simple as swiping your credit card on the washer or dryer of your choice.

*Each washer and dryer is equipped with its own WaveReader. These wireless laundry control readers are designed to work with most coin-operated washers & dryers and are backed by Heartland’s superior technology and expertise in unattended, cashless facilities. The WaveReader allows your residents to start any washer or dryer by simply swiping their credit card and pressing start. No smart cards, coins or tokens required.

*Each WaveReader communicates wirelessly to the WaveController. The WaveController supports up to forty WaveReaders. The WaveController utilizes a secure, convenient and cost effective cellular connection to the host network for transaction authorization, settlement and machine auditing. WaveRider is fully PCI approved, so rest assured that your transactions are secure.
WaveVision is an optional feature that allows your residents to view the status of all available machines from the comfort of their residence. With WaveVision residents can view the time remaining on each machine as well as get an e-mail or text notification when a specific machine is complete. No more lugging heavy loads of laundry only to find out the machines are in being used. Now you can check in advance with WaveVision!
Key Features/Benefits

- Convenience - Credit card acceptance on each machine
- Ease of use – Just select your cycle, swipe your credit card, and press start.
- No coins required
- No smart cards required
- No revalue station
- Completely wireless – No unattractive cables cluttering your laundry room.
- Safe, secure and reliable – Fully PCI compliant with automatic security updates.
- Cellular Communication – No phone line required.
- View laundry status online using WaveVision (Optional)